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Noted artist Peter Copeland has captured all the drama and excitement of a fateful era in
American history with 40 finely drawn black-and-white illustrations. Modestly priced and
historically accurate, Story of the American Revolution Coloring Book contains scenes depicting
the Boston Massacre, Paul Revere's ride, the Battle of Lexington, the capture of Fort
Ticonderoga, the Battle of Bunker Hill, the signing of the Declaration of Independence, the
execution of Nathan Hale, George Washington at the Delaware, Washington's farewell to his
officers at Fraunces Tavern, and many more exciting scenes.

From the Back CoverNoted artist Peter Copeland has captured all the drama and excitement of
a fateful era in American history with 40 finely drawn black-and-white illustrations. Modestly
priced and historically accurate, Story of the American Revolution Coloring Book contains
scenes depicting the Boston Massacre, Paul Revere's ride, the Battle of Lexington, the capture
of Fort Ticonderoga, the Battle of Bunker Hill, the signing of the Declaration of Independence,
the execution of Nathan Hale, George Washington at the Delaware, Washington's farewell to his
officers at Fraunces Tavern, and many more exciting scenes.
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Debbie Waddell, “Great for preteen. My history loving 9 year old grandson has almost completed
the book. Love that he can color and learn at the same time. Colored pencils are a must. A lot of
fine details so not suited for younger kids.”

Vince L. Falcone, “An amazing Production!. I would love to tell you all how I purchased this book
for my son, or for my students to learn about the topic at hand, but the truth is, I remembered my
father buying me this book at the West Point Military Museum in NY about 25 years ago. I saw it
and it rekindled an old interest in me, and so I purchased this book for myself. LOL!As for the
book itself...Story of the American Revolution Coloring Book, is a concise volume on the diverse
personalities,dress,military, battles and events of the war that the major combatants experienced
during the American war of Independence.Though the focus of this volume is certainly devoted
to the intricate details and descriptions, Mr. Copeland has also included a brief history of the
armies as well as some orders of battle details and important personalities as well.The author
has used contemporary illustrations and well-written descriptions to piece together their images,
and give insight into the armies and their dress at the time. The range of regiments/units that
they have been able to portray is very impressive. As well as depicting the British Regiments at
the start of the war, Copeland has traced the development of new and more sensible uniforms
procured by the British Army by the time of the Saratoga and Philadelphia campaigns. Other
uniforms explored include the myriad of American militia units, British loyalists, colorful Germans
and Frontiersmen, and of course, the French.The book is well designed, educational, and easy
and enjoyable to read, but, mom & dad beware - even though it IS a 'colouring book', it really is
not for children. The details are small but accurate, and if you do not know what the colours of
the uniforms are supposed to be, you do run the risk of filling in the templates incorrectly. There
are, however, colour templates on the back cover of the book, but I cannot conceive of anyone
wanting to open and close the book to glean details for colouring purposes; especially
children.Still in all, a great book, and highly enjoyable!”

myrriahpowell, “REAL history. So thankful for REAL history coloring books like these! We have
many from this seller and love them!!!”

Grace, “Great coloring book!. Wonderful coloring book that my grandchildren love. The pictures
and very nice and the kids can read their history with every page.”

L. Freeman, “Love this book. As a history nut and RevWar reenactor, I got this book for myself to
color in when the kids want to color with dad. I do enjoy lying on the ground without a care,
surrounded by colors, and coloring with them. It's refreshing after a long day at work.
Unfortunately, all their books are so-so with the big pictures of weird tv characters. SO... dad got
himself a book only he colors in. We talk about the picture at the same time and I get to share a



little history with them.  I also get nice, relative to me, pictures to color instead!”

Douglas Hurst, “Fun and educational!. Fun to color and educational, too!”

thirdtwin, “A Revolution Of Coloring. You can learn a little history as you're relaxing yourself by
coloring pictures of it. Markers won't work on this- they bleed onto other pages; so stock up on
colored pencils to get the most out of this book.”

Glenn Cook, “An Excelllent Colouring Book That Educates and Entertains.. The Story of the
American Revolutionis yet another excellent colouring book on North American History by the
talented Peter Copeland.Another of his that I can really recommend to you is equally great ‘The
Story of the California Gold Rush’.Both books work on two levels.Firstly it is an excellent
colouring book with the black lines being easily filled with colour to produce attractive drawingsI
would say that the book is more suitable for the more mature colourist due to the subject content
and drawings. So really it is more of an adult’s book but an older child who is interested in this
subject would be equally engaged.Now Dover colouring books often have a high percentage of
recycle paper in their books. The result is that the colouring books do not take felt tip pens nor
paint well.The felts bleed through the porous paper and even to the pictures on the other side
and paint simply turns the paper to mush.But this book seems to be more glossy than the others
so felts should prove fine. Paint I would not attempt.Much better to stick with a decent set of
crayons in my opinion.Secondly the book works as education.In this case, it tells the story of the
American Civil War and believe me it is a fascinating story indeed.It tells the story from the
beginnings of the War- Slavery in the ‘Land of The Free’ with a depiction of a Slave Auction with
a facing page of the escaped slaves portraits of Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglas to the
final review of the Armies.In-between great battles on land and sea are depicted along with well
detailed drawings of the foot soldiers and cavalry involved.Each page has a well draw scene
from the War with some two page spreads.Copeland has written a short by interesting
description of each page which helps to convey the history of the war in a concise yet
entertaining way.The pictures are brilliant and really are ‘worth a thousand words’ to borrow a
well know yet apt phrase.All in all,A great colouring book that is a fascinating subject that tells
the story of The (American) Civil War.#Well done Mr Copeland.Here is a link to another
wonderful book by him.The Californian Gold Rush.
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    Thank You for reading.”

Susan, “super Geschichte. Ich habe das Thema damals schon in der Schule geliebt und mich
sehr gefreut als das Buch bei mir zu Hause an kam. Es ist zwar doppelseitig bedruckt aber das
Papier ist sehr angenehm zu colorieren. Zu jedem Bild gibt es eine Erläuterung. Zwar auf
Englisch, aber das stört mich weniger”

The book by Peter F. Copeland has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 180 people have provided feedback.
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